CPS LEADERSHIP TRAINING – CALICUT

Organised By LEDS

Training Number – 11

Date: 2012 August 6, 7 & 8

Venue: PMOC, Vellimadukunnu, Calicut
Dr Balakrishnan Leadership, Motivation and Stress Management Session

Leadership Session
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Nassir Agricultural Officer during his session

FOCT Coconut Climbing Demonstration
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Dominic Kera Sree Award Winneed Explaining About his farming

Iftaar At the Camp
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Vinod During Shared Vision and Team Building Session

Aju of B M Coconut Complex Explaining about his enterprise
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Avineri Sankaran Explaining about their successful coconut society

CDB Charge Officer Mridula Taking Session
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDs)

Action Plan Presentation

B M Coconut Complex Vist
Coconut Dryer and Oil Mill Visit

B M Coconut Complex Visit
LEDS

Local Economic Development Society
1- CRWA, Subash Nagar, Edappally, Cochin – 682024

Contact +91 9446 363250

ledsinfo@ledsonnet.com